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The regional North Carolina Technology Student Association conference was held on the 
campus of Appalachian State University on Friday, February 26, 2016.  Meadowview 
Magnet Middle School had four teams in three different competitions at the conference.  
One team participated in the Catapult event, one team in the Flight event, and two teams in 
the Vex Robotics event. 
  
In the Catapult event, participants design and produce a working catapult within specified 
guidelines that is adjustable and propels hollow plastic practice golf balls at a scoring target 
between 15 and 25 feet away.  Evaluators inspect Catapults for safety, performance, and 
the team’s design portfolio. The portfolio houses sketches, pictures, and descriptions of the 
processes, successes, and failures related to the designed catapult.  
  
In the Flight event, participants study the principles of flight and design in order to 
fabricate a glider that stays in flight for the greatest elapsed time. The glider must be 
designed to be launched from a catapult that is provided on site.  The design process is 
documented in a portfolio that is submitted for evaluation.  The portfolio includes full-size 
metric technical drawings with the dimensions of the glider being built, pictures of two test 
gliders, a flight log for each pictured test glider. In addition, the portfolio includes a graphic 
flow chart with pictures and design principles used in building and adjusting gliders for 
successful flights. 
  
The VEX Robotics event begins with schools receiving a new game in July. The school must 
purchase the game components. Rules are issued as to how the game is played and teams 
start practicing for the February competition.  At this year’s competition, the game 
“Nothing But Net” was played on a 12x12 foot square field.  The teams compete in matches 
consisting of a fifteen-second autonomous period followed by one minute and forty-five 
seconds of driver-controlled play.  The object of the game is to obtain a higher score than 
the opposing team by scoring balls and by elevating robots in your climbing zone. 
  
Three of the four Meadowview Magnet teams placed in the competitions bringing home 
first place in the Catapult, first place in the Flight, and second place in Vex Robotics. Coach 
Joe Whisnant enlisted the assistance of three high school students.  Karlie Marion, Wes 
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Freeman, and Sheldon Marshall, all from North Surry, helped prepare the students for 
competition. 
  
Mr. Whisnant commented, “There are so many amazing opportunities for our students. The 
TSA competition allows our students to work in a team environment while solving complex 
problems that are related to real world situations.  I am proud to be a part of a school that 
challenges our kids to think outside of the box.” 
 
 
See attached photo for student names: 
 
Back Row Left to Right: Jared Holder, Corbin Moose, Pedro Ramirez, Carson Roberts 
 
Middle Row Left to Right: Valerie Harris, Caden Felts, Hayden Burkhart, Noah Barr 
 
Front Row Left to Right: Matthew Gillespie, Natalie Slate, Austin Cave, Logan Bowman, 
Rebecca Cahall 
 
Not Pictured: Dana Robbins 
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